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Blueball Design Releases Blueball Ecom - New Design For Sandvox
Published on 05/15/09
Blueball Design today announced their latest new Sandvox design template: Blueball Ecom.
Ecom offers a sleek, professional, and stylish alternative to the traditional Sandvox
design layout and is perfect for any site need, from personal to small business sites, and
more. Blueball Design has made it easier for users to add e-commerce functionality to
their Sandvox site with their Blueball Ecom design bundle, including 2 pre-built Paypal
e-commerce Sandvox 1.6 sites.
Waxhaw, NC - Blueball Design is proud to announce their latest new Sandvox design
template: Blueball Ecom. Ecom offers a sleek, professional, and stylish alternative to the
traditional Sandvox design layout, and is perfect for any site need, from personal to
small business sites, and more. We've also tried to make it easier for Sandvox users to
add e-commerce functionality to their Sandvox site with our Blueball Ecom design bundle by
including 2 pre-built Paypal e-commerce Sandvox 1.6 sites.
The Blueball Ecom designs bundle is the best Sandvox design solution available today for
individuals and businesses who want to get a Sandvox site up fast to sell items online
using Paypal. Using the Edit Raw HTML feature in Sandvox, users can cut and paste in their
own text, images and Paypal button codes replacing the commented out placeholder code
currently in place.
Feature Highlights:
* 2 widths: 760px and 960px
* 5 vibrant color schemes
* 10 designs included in bundle
* 2 Pre-built Sandvox e-commerce sites
* Supports banner image swapping function
* 10 blank banner image files included to create your custom banners with
* Built-in image resizing to the full width of the content area with sidebar showing
* 4 detailed readme files
* Supports all Sandvox 1.6 features
Minimum Requirements:
* Sandvox 1.6.1
Learn more on Blueball Ecom's product info page, and preview all of the 10 Ecom demo sites
built using the included Sandvox site files. You can also download the Ecom bundle's
readme files ahead of time to see all that Ecom has to offer before you buy.
Blueball Design:
http://sandvoxdesigns.blueballdesign.com
Blueball Ecom:
http://sandvoxdesigns.blueballdesign.com/ecom.html
Ecom Demo Site (Blue 960):
http://sandvoxdesigner.com/ecom960demo6/
Purchase Blueball Ecom:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=BB-SVD-08&cl=567&ejc=2
Ecom Screenshot 1:
http://www.sandvoxdesigner.com/images/ecomscreens/ecom_screen1.jpg
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Ecom Screenshot 2:
http://www.sandvoxdesigner.com/images/ecomscreens/ecom_screen2.jpg

Blueball Design is a small niche web and graphic design company located deep in the
woodlands of Waxhaw, NC, that was founded in 1988 by Charlie Lockhart. We have done work
for a variety of individuals and companies all over the world, and for the last 8 years
have specialized in web template, and web site design and development. We are known for
our customer support and follow which is second to none. You'll find us most days working
away at our Macs in our small brick studio watching the deer and other wildlife go by,
while consuming mass quantities of coffee as we code away on new template designs.
Sandvox
is a trademark of Karelia Software.
###
Charlie Lockhart
Owner
704-843-2442
blueballdesign@gmail.com
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